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Americans have always sought paths forward

Searching for yet unknown horizons

Climbing mountains

Navigating rivers

Exploring canyons

The abundance and beauty of our land

enabled these adventures

Building communities of faith and stability

Knowing there was another twist or turn

to be discovered and taken

OUR PATH
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Freedom to settle

imagining opportunities to pursue

Sustaining our sense of purpose

Never falling into despair

We can't come to a dead end

This is not the American Way



“You’re reaching back too far,” he said.

“You’ll get caught in the trees.”

Too far….

Down summer days washed clean as white pebbles,

Time curled from the pipe he smoked

On green-moist rock

Behind me,

My grandfather.

Knee deep, I cast the fly

Upon still waters –

The fish slide silently, swirling –

Quietly, the old man grasped

My eight-year-old hand in his,

Liver-spotted.

THE BARR DAM
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The rod moved soothingly

Back and forth, back and forth

My hand lost in his,

And the line extended

Farther

and

farther.

At its back-most reach,

My hand (in his)

Forced it forward.

The silent fish swirled

In the green summer mornings I woke

To seek him in his wrinkled bed

And the stories he told of

The salmon-clustered streams and

The Indian guides he knew and

The paths he’d walk, and

The sun moved for him



He asked me to kneel by the brass bed

And look upon the window’s day

And pray beyond the elephant clouds and

Nettled pines to a silence

Beyond questions

His water-blue eyes closed.

The fly settles on the stream

Making a vague disturbance,

A small, but widening circle.

He died in my fifteenth summer, the old man,

Propped against a small sapling

On a golf course in Cape Cod –



He found sufficiency in little things –

He spoke that day of the grandeur of God,

The jewels on the ocean, not far away,

The underside of the osprey’s wing,

Of the sleekly swirling fish, back and forth.

He watched the widened circle of the noon’s sun.

Grasped in the palm of his memory,

My days are not his.

Fish slide silently in the still streams –

I may not grow old.



May we this day only connect.

May we be ever mindful of thy kingdom surrounding us and of 

thy light within.

May we bring forth that inner light and make it shine as 

brightly as we are able

May we seek and find that light in the lives of others,

May we delight in the infinite variety of thy creation,

And may we walk in the light of the presence all of our days.

PRAYER OF LIGHT
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Fear not, Friends, for it only grazed my heart,

But left me enamored with what the pandemic can impart.

With time and quiet reflection life has contrived

To make what is old, new again and the once-loved revived.

Fauci intones us to wash our hands often

For this, Dove soap is my new delight.

I had forgotten how creamy and fragrant it softens

So, my 20-second chore is now a mini spa flight.

Doctors make “house calls”, Drive-in Movies make an encore.

The old pizza joint now is my most treasured deli store.

Old books and puzzles and games fill the day

With the adventure, mystery and warmth so missing in the TV fray.

COVID’S ARROW
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Dusted off recipes feed my senses and more,

Along with the local vineyard delivering direct to my door.

Outdoor visits with friends in gardens now well-tended again

Make reconnecting more special in the time that we spend.

So, I may miss dining out and a good martini,

But these new discoveries thrill me no end.

I think the “new normal” may be a new-found friend.



Have you ever been approached by a person who

has asked for some change?  They have not eaten in a long time

so they claim

Do you reach in your pocket and drop money in their cup?

Is it pity or guilt that we help them to some sup?

I wonder…

More and More I see each day

those whose dreams have faded away.

Life has been so fortunate for me;

Family and Friends have given their support,

Whenever I was down and feeling low

They picked me up and softened my blow.

A cup was never needed by me

Did those not so lucky ever have those

to soften their woes?

I wonder…

I  WONDER
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So each time I pass them by, Those with a cup,

I will always reach in my pocket

And pray they can get some sup.

Is it out of Pity or Guilt?

I wonder…



Goober pea

Earth nut

Pindar nut

Peanut

With blueberry eyes and Lashes long

Making headway and Growing strong

Soft and cuddly Like a familiar blanket

A lifetime sweater can't live without it Singing songs soft and gentle 

Calming like a butterfly kiss My little Peanut is not a legume

She's my COVID rescue, she's priceless

PEANUT 
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If it is to be goodbye,

Then I will always be the less for it.

My dreams, like forlorn flags,

shall sag and sway;

Lifeless, in the lonely summer sunsets

That will fill the aching essence of my way.

Then, like some tired traveler,

I’ll stop and stumble down the path of life,

Until I reach the gentle, shining view

That marks the brittle boundary

Of my memories of you.

IF IT IS TO BE 

GOODBYE 
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There, I’ll mix a soothing, sacred cup

Of kisses from the blissful lips of you,

To quench the cracking dryness of my heart;

Then wake to walk that self same rocky path anew.

For if it is to be goodbye,

Then I will always be the less for it.



Tell me-

Are there apples in Brewster?

The roses have all gone-

Their petals changed to russet;

Shrunken, wet and wrinkled,

They add their special layer to

The mulch upon the ground.

The bees have left in other ways-

Along the hidden pathways of the air;

In search of other petals, fine and rare.

The subtle absence of their buzzing

Now goads the heavy silence that is there.

APPLES IN 

BREWSTER
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But

If there’s apples,

Then life begins anew.

Wet boots carve new green paths 

Across the hoarfrost fields

The heavy feel of layered flannel, 

And the memory of mittens;

Golden tents of apple pies

Sit sizzling in the stove,

Attended by a crunchy cobbler,

So sweet it sets the teeth on edge;

Mulled cider, 

Silver fumes ascending,

Mixing with the white hot heat 

Of an apple wood fire;



Then,

With overloaded coat hooks,

Lining mud room walls,

And cracked hands, aching from the heat,

I’d sprinkle heartfelt words upon a page

And leave them there to greet another age.

There,

Sitting on your chair, hair brush poised,

I’d wait for your soft stare to meet my view,

And

Knowing now, the feebleness of words,

I’d simply watch the poetry of you.



It is

tragedy and disaster

200,000 dead —

each loved by one; mourned by most.

It is Edward.

What it is

Is pandemic babies —

conceived in the unknowing.

What it is

Is Elliot and Isabella

Is Bernie, Liam, and Netta

Is Zoren, Edith, Micah and Sara

Is Matthew, Parker and Hazel.

What it is

Is hope and love.

IT IS WHAT IT IS
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Recording.  Recording.

Watch the red light.  

Numbers of deaths flashing on a TV screen.

Black masks.

Days that sweep by in months seemingly without movement.

Faces in boxes.  Friends.  Strangers.  Strangers now Friends.

People in the streets, voices lifted in anger...and in hope.

Dissonance, discord.  Decision.

The sounds of despair may soon silence the roar of the waves.

Be watchful.  Be afraid?

What are these times?

Look at the camera.

Recording.  Recording.

THE WEIGHT OF 

CACOPHONY  

( INSPIRED BY TOM'S  

THOUGHTFUL COMMENTS

AT OUR 9/23 MEETING)
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Sheltered on the high lano

Red hued hand-crafted adobe 

Framed by a perspective

Fueled by strong coffee

Red wine, red peppers and rants.

Cranking out copy and comment

When red lines were crossed.

Stuff happened.  All too often recently. 

In your blues you wailed for all of us.

Strong fingers on the run of a riff

Of resistance, reason and renaissance.

Strong, smart views in weak, small times.

Time enough and then not.    

Sweet signature pieces by Roberto el Terrible.

ROBERTO EL TERRIBLE
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Walking on the margin

Where beach greets inbound sea

Is as in a poem

The rhythmic harmony

As sea meets shore

The gentle layered waves

Spread quickly over sand

Backed by soft and steady ocean roar

The sky is dense with fog

The sea alive with sound

Together with the beach they say

Press on, the sun will shine today

BEACH WALK
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It was a wondrous kingdom to us,

snuggled close to shore,

connected by a span of footbridge-

yet world’s away

from our other lives.

Our own desert island-

though no desert.

Great trees anchored us,

and my grandfather’s hammock

slung between some.

The long low house was embraced

by them,

unseen from the shore

where the railroad tracks

traced it’s edge.

Built by my grandfather and Bill,

the handyman,

THE ISLAND
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around a great river rock fireplace,

with it’s collection of Indian arrowheads and other ancient artifacts 

which we all desired.

Our island was their camping ground,

before the footbridge, before the house.

We explored with Gramp

their hidden woodland trails across the creek.

In the mornings, my cousin Steve

was first up,

down on the point where the mulberry grew and the sled lay, with his 

rod and some worms, quiet and content, the sun barely a presence.

Later after breakfast,

the five of us were off to the boathouse, our headquarters.

We took turns, who held the fortress

and who would lay siege.

Two entries to watch and guard,

a ramp down to the rippling waves.



Around me my studio sits.

Scrambled my brain has become.

Taking the path to my recliner....

Sitting...Giving in....

I’m now a hoarder.

REINVENTING 

MYSELF
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